Ever Consider a Career in **Blockchain Networks** or **Quantum Computing**?

Come see two TTU grads talk about these exciting new career paths. They are interested in recruiting you, and there will be food!!

Friday, April 21, 2023  
SC 103 2:00-3:00 PM

---

**Dr. Corey Petty**  
**Program Owner, Status.im**

Dr. Corey Petty started his blockchain focused research around 2012 as a personal hobby while doing his PhD candidacy at Texas Tech University in Computational Chemical Physics. He then went on to co-found The Bitcoin Podcast Network and a more technical show, Hashing It Out. Corey left academia and entered the data science/blockchain security industry for a few years, attempting to fix vulnerabilities in ICS/SCADA networks before joining Status.im as Chief Security Officer. He maintained this role until February 2022 when he transitioned into Program Owner of all Infrastructure Products. He now spends his time researching and building distributed network infrastructure with a strong emphasis in censorship resistance and privacy.

**Dr. Thomas Halverson**  
**Applied Research Lead for Strategic Quantum Investment, Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.**

Dr. Thomas Halverson received his PhD in Theoretical Physics from Texas Tech University, where he focused on computational methods for quantum chemistry. He is currently the Applied Research Lead for Strategic Quantum Investment at Booz Allen Hamilton. Before joining BAH, he did postdoctoral work at the University of Waterloo and the University of Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute, where he focused on chemical physics methods for near-term quantum hardware using both gate-based and adiabatic devices.